REGENUS CENTER

EXPERIENCE THE
WHOLE BODY HEALING
BENEFITS LIKE NEVER
BEFORE

BENEFITS OF NEAR-INFRARED
& RED LIGHT THERAPY
AKA PBMT

Photobiomodulation reduces inflammation and
pain, energizes, detoxifies and feeds the cells.
By changing the cells in the body, the benefits
cascade down into nearly every tissue, organ
and system in the body.

Reduce Inflammation
Increases Athletic Performance
Improves Cognitive Function
Makes Skin Healthier
Reduces Cellular Toxicity

CONTACT NOW
Regenus Center
37, Mount Pleasant Ave, Suite
#3, East Hanover, NJ
862-295-1620

Why Choose PBMT
PBMt has been reported as a noninvasive,
noncarcinogenic, nontraumatic procedure
that can provide a therapeutic benefit to
many diseases and medical conditions,
with few side effects. When individual cells
get better, the entire body gets healthier

www.regenuscenter.com

RE-IMAGINE

WORKPLACE
HEALTH AND
PERFORMANCE
A more mentally and physically prepared workforce
is a competitive advantage. Teams that do proactive recovery regularly improve their resilience in
the workforce.

Benefits for
BUSINESS
REDUCE LOW-GRADE
INFLAMMATION AND FATIGUE

Why choose
ATP- FULL BODY PBM POD

(PBM) “photo bio modulation” — changing the body
with light—uses natural photochemical processes in
our bodies to promote cell growth and reduce
inflammation and associated pain, all without the
harmful side effects of using drugs.

INCREASE
WELLBEING
There are 5 Elements of well-being —physical, career,
financial, social, and community; and physical is first,
starting with energy. A vital body is a foundation.

PBMt has been reported as a noninvasive, noncarcinogenic,
nontraumatic procedure that can provide a therapeutic benefit
to many diseases and medical conditions with few side effects.
When individual cells get better, the entire body gets healthier.

ATP (PBM) Charging Station Delivers Results**
**based on four years of experience with Regenus Center clientele

BETTER HAPPIER, HEALTHIER
PERFORMANCE CULTURE
Today it’s all about performing “well,” but to keep a
workforce feeling good, people can’t be tired all the
time and need to recharge their bodies during the
day for extended peak hours.

ATP
MOOD

ATP
ENERGY

ATP
INFLAMMATION

ATP
PERFORMANCE

HEALING POWER OF LIGHT
4000+ clinical trials, 500+ RCT's, and 20+ years of results confirm that Photobiomodulation
therapy (red near-infrared light) can help people feel, think, look and perform better.

RE-IMAGINE

15-minutes a day can change
WORKPLACE
the wayAND
you and your team performs.
HEALTH
PERFORMANCE

About
REGENUS CENTER EXPRESS
TM

Regenus Center Express is an off-shoot of our established retail brand, REGENUS CENTER. It is located in East Hanover, NJ, where we serve
hundreds of wellness-committed clients who want to restore their energy levels, reduce pain and inflammation, and regain their health back.
Now we are bringing the same biohacking science-backed tools to your workforce so you and your team can get stronger and fitter from the
inside out through Regenus CenterTMExpress.

Why add
REGENUS CENTER EXPRESS
TM

Low labor and maintenance costs
There are minimal investment and set up-cost to turn any unused available space into a proactive recovery zone.
No special licensing or certification needed to operate
Accelerated return on investment (ROI) for your business when your employees are healthier and performing at
high levels without burning out.

INTERESTED IN ADDING A REGENUS CENTER EXPRESS
TM

Call Us

+862-295-1620
+862-216-7959

Email

Our Visit Us at Our Retail Location

37 MOUNT PLEASANT AVE | SUITE #3 |
EAST HANOVER | NJ | 07936
Website | www.regenuscenter.com
jam@regenuscenter.com

